The web-based remote control system is based on the tiny6410 development board hardware platform and the embedded linux operating system. The embedded web server is used to control the stepping motor. The system is divided into two parts: the client host and the on-site embedded web server control device. The entire remote control system uses the B/S architecture, and the remote control terminal, the client browser, can send data to the web server through the network [1] . The embedded control system builds a web server on the development board, accept and sent the data by the client browser, and then controls the rotation of Steering gear through the embedded linux system. The system uses boa as the embedded web server, which is responsible for receiving and analyzing user requests, transmitting static pages and calling back-end CGI programs.
I. OVERVIEW
The web-based remote control system is based on the tiny6410 development board hardware platform and the embedded linux operating system. The embedded web server is used to control the stepping motor. The system is divided into two parts: the client host and the on-site embedded web server control device. The entire remote control system uses the B/S architecture, and the remote control terminal, the client browser, can send data to the web server through the network [1] . The embedded control system builds a web server on the development board, accept and sent the data by the client browser, and then controls the rotation of Steering gear through the embedded linux system. The system uses boa as the embedded web server, which is responsible for receiving and analyzing user requests, transmitting static pages and calling back-end CGI programs.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
With the development of society, people's requirements for the safety of the living environment are getting higher and higher. The ordinary safety gates and security systems have not met the safety requirements of people. Due to the development of Internet of things technology, smart home has also developed rapidly. The smart home cloud platform remote control system enables people to monitor the security situation around the home. The whole system is divided into cloud head, PC monitoring terminal and server side. In the PC side, the webpage is manually monitored and the cloud is manually changed. In the direction of the platform, the system uses a two-dimensional steering gear to control the direction of the gimbal. The system framework is shown in Fig.1 . 
Follow-up characteristics of the steering gear: Assume that the steering gear is now stable at point A. At this time, the CPU sends a PWM signal, and the servo is turned from point A to point B at full speed. In this process, it takes a while for the servo to move to point B. Hold time is Tw.
When Tw≥△T, the servo can reach the target and have the remaining time;
When Tw ≤ △ T, the steering gear cannot reach the target;
Theoretically: when Tw = △ T, the system is the most consistent, and the steering gear is the fastest.
IV. SYSTEM SOFTWARE DESIGN
The system uses a web page to manual control the steering gear on online, and the browser requests the URL of a CGI application through an HTML form [1] . The server received the request ， then the server executes the specified CGI application. The CGI application executes the servo driver to indirectly control the rotation direction of the gimbal. The System software working relationship is shown in Fig. 3 .
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A. Steering gear drive software design
Two GPIO ports (GPF14 and GPF15) on the development platform used in the system can be set as PWM outputs to control the rotation direction of the two-dimensional servo. In the browser, set the buttons in four directions [3] . After the operation, the system starts the CGI program, judges the operation code, and then starts to output the corresponding PWM information to the GPIO port to achieve the purpose of controlling the servo.
1) Steering gear driver design
When using the servo, the driver of the servo is call ed back, so that the system outputs a signal to the target port. The hardware driver is the interface between the e xternal device and the operating system kernel. The drive r hides the details of the hardware for the application, s o for the application, the hardware device is equivalent t o a device file, and the application can operate with you r device [4] . The servo drive module is a character type d
evice. The driver design of the servo is shown in Fig. 4 .
It is mainly divided into three parts, namely the initiali zation I/O port, and the GPIO main device number ret=r egister_chrdev(GPIO_MAJOR, DEVICE_NAME, &mini64 10_gpio_fops ); according to the cmd command to chang e the movement of the servo and exit the device module.
The driver is compiled to generate a .ko file and then l oaded into the Linux kernel. control the servo according to the command input by the browser [5] . Finally, turn off the servo. 
